3d Brain Atlas Reconstructor on-line service

getPreview

Display window allowing to manipulate (rotate, zoom, etc.) lightweight version of the reconstruction. Note that the web browser has to support WebGL in order to use this feature.

**syntax**

```
getPreview?cafDatasetName=<dataset name>
;structureName=<structure name>
```

**Required arguments**

**cafDatasetName**

The service identifier of the selected CAF dataset.

**structureName**

Name of structure from hierarchy tree. In practice nearly all names should be fine. Formally name has to point to a root node of a subtree containing at least one node with representation among paths in CAF slides.

**Examples**

- http://service.3dbar.org/getPreview?cafDatasetName=whs_0.51&structureName=CNS
- http://service.3dbar.org/getPreview?cafDatasetName=whs_0.5&structureName=Hc
- http://service.3dbar.org/getPreview?cafDatasetName=sba_DB08&structureName=FBr